
Regency 24" x 36" 3 Shelf 48-Bottle Chrome Wire Wine Rack
with 14" Posts
#460ECW24363

Features

• Includes (3) 24" x 36" shelves

• (4) 14" stationary posts allow for shelves to be adjusted; foot included for added
stability

• Chrome �nish is perfect for storage use; best suited for dry environments

• Holds (16) 750 mL bottles per shelf

• Includes 12 pairs of split sleeves for simple installation

Certi�cations

Technical Data

Length 36 Inches

Width 24 Inches

Height 14 Inches

Assembled Assembly Required

Capacity 48 Bottles

Casters Without Casters

Color Silver

Features NSF Listed

Finish Chrome

Individual Shelf Capacity 16 Bottles
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Technical Data

Installation Type Stationary

Material Metal Wire

Number of Shelves 3 Shelves

Type Shelving Kits
Wine Shelving Kits

Usage

All Environments
Dry Environments
Of�ce
Retail

Notes & Details
Upgrade the storage in your establishment with this Regency 24" x 36" 3 shelf chrome wire wine rack with 14" posts. The

quality and taste of wine can be altered if it's not properly stored, which is why this rack is an essential product for your

restaurant, bar, vineyard, club, or lounge. Not only is this rack durably constructed from metal materials, but it's also specially

shaped to hold bottles at the proper angle for storage. This all-inclusive kit comes with 12 pairs of split sleeves, 4 stationary

posts, and 3 shelves, allowing you to quickly put it together straight out of the box.

The shelves on this unit are grooved to hold bottles securely on their sides and prevent them from sliding around. This feature

allows you to display your bottles in a visually-appealing way. Additionally, all of the shelves are slanted downward, so the

bottles' corks won't dry out and crack. This design also prevents air exposure and promotes �avor retention.

This rack has 3 shelves for holding and organizing your red, white, and blush wines. Each shelf can accommodate up to (16) 750

mL bottles, giving the entire unit a 48-bottle capacity. Thanks to its durable wire construction, this unit will provide you with

years of long-lasting use. Plus, its epoxy coating gives it a sleek look and extra protection for placement in dry environments.

The vented design enables proper air circulation, so it won't collect dust as quickly. Complete with attached leveling feet, this

product can easily adjust to accommodate uneven surfaces. This unit is not compatible with casters.

Kit Includes:

- (3) 24" x 36" shelves

- (4) 14" NSF chrome posts

- (12) Split sleeves

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to

www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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